Regularization of ill-posed problems is only possible if certain bounds on the data noise level are available. We consider here the case of large, possibly unbounded noise, and propose a class of modied regularization methods that are capable of dealing with that case. After some modication, these methods can be analyzed by standard regularization theory, and optimal convergence rates are obtained. An analysis in the spirit of regularization in Hilbert scales allows to relate the results obtained to other approaches dealing with large noise, and to clarify the inuence of the relaxed assumptions regarding the noise on the convergence rates. Finally, the theoretical results are illustrated by examples and numerical tests are presented.
Introduction
In this paper we consider linear inverse problems of the form
where T : X → Y is a linear bounded operator between Hilbert spaces X and Y and y δ are the available, possibly perturbed, data. To simplify the presentation we assume that T is injective, and that problem (1) has a solution for unperturbed data y denoted by x † . It is well-known that, if (1) is ill-posed (e.g., if T is compact with innite dimensional range), then a reasonable solution can only be found by regularization methods, cf., e.g., [4] . An important ingredient for regularization is the availability of some bound on the data noise, e.g., in a deterministic setting,
is assumed to hold for some δ > 0. In case of random noise, that we do not treat here, bounds on the variance of the data noise are usually required, cf. [8, 1] for details and further references. Instead of (2) we will assume here that the data noise can be bounded reasonably only in a weaker norm · s , which we are going to specify in the next section, i.e., we assume that only
holds instead of (2) . For illustration, one might think of Y being L 2 and · s being the H −1 -norm, but in general, we will choose the norm · s in dependence on the structure of the noise.
Problems including large deterministic noise have previously been considered, e.g., in [6] under a condition T * (y δ − y) ≤ δ. For regularization of problems with random or stochastic noise we again refer to [8, 1] and the references therein. An essential assumption in both cases is that the operator T respecively its adjoint are suciently smoothing, i.e., such that the propagation of the data error can be controled appropriately. Additionally, the discrepancy principle (which might be considered to be the natural parameter choice strategy for iterative regularization methods) is not applicable, and therefore a-priori stopping rules or Lepskii-type principles are frequently used for large deterministic or random noise.
In contrast to previous works, we will not need such an assumption on the smoothness of the operator T , since we take account of the large noise by modifying our regularization methods. Our approach then allows to use the discrepancy principle as a stopping criterion also for the case of large noise (3) and to derive optimal convergence rates along the lines of standard regularization theory. A further analysis of our approach in the framework of regularization in Hilbert scales, cf. [11, 13, 15] , allows a comparison with other approaches previously mentioned. In particular, we can clarify the inuence of the relaxed assumptions regarding the noise on convergence rates.
The outline of this article is as follows: After recalling some results about Hilbert scales and motivating our modied regularization methods in the following section, we present the main convergence analysis in Section 3. In this section, we also relate our results to standard results from regularization in Hilbert scales and the ones presented in [6] for large deterministic noise. For illustration of our results, we present some examples and numerical tests in Section 4.
Preliminaries
The aim of this section is to introduce some prerequisites that are needed for the formulation of our modied regularization methods and for their analysis in the next section.
For the solution of problem (1), we will consider modied versions of spectral regularization methods. To keep the notation as simple as possible, we formulate our results for continuous regularization methods only; the generalization to iterative methods should be obvious. For illustration, let us consider Tikhonov regularization
In order to render (4) a regularization method, an appropriate parameter choice rule relating α to the noise level δ (and possibly y δ ) has to be supplied, e.g., one might utilize a discrepancy principle, cf. [9, 4] ,
for some τ > 1. If the data noise satises (2) for some δ > 0, and the signal-to-noise ratio is in any way reasonable, i.e., y > (τ + 1)δ, then α * is well-dened. Moreover, optimal convergence rates can be shown under appropriate source conditions, i.e., one has
In the case of large noise (3), i.e., if the data perturbation (y δ − y) cannot be reasonably bounded in the norm · , the above result is not directly applicable: in particular, the residual
∈ Y in general, and thus the discrepancy principle (5) does not yield a well-dened stopping index. Without further assumptions on the smoothness properties of T , the right hand side T * y δ of the (regularized) normal equations will in general not be an element of X . Hence, (4) does in general not yield a solution x δ α ∈ X for any α > 0 if y δ / ∈ Y. We will give particular examples of that situation in Section 4.
For choosing a norm · s , in which the data noise can be bounded appropriately, we will utilize the framework of Hilbert scales, see [7, 4] For illustration, we suggest to think of Y s = H s being a Sobolev space, and refer to [12] for a discussion when Sobolev spaces in fact form a Hilbert scale.
We will now formulate a class of modied regularization methods by altering the problem setup, i.e, by formally considering T as an operator from X to Y s for some s ∈ R. The adjoint T of T with respect to these spaces then has the form T = T * L 2s , where T * denotes the adjoint with respect to the natural spaces X and Y. To give an example, consider the modied version of Tikhonov regularization, which reads
Under the standard assumption y − y δ ≤ δ on the noise, and assuming that
holds for some a > 0, optimal convergence rates
can be proven to hold for method (7) for 0 ≤ s ≤ a/2 under a source condition
cf. [2] . Here, we are however interested in the complementary situation s < 0 and only require a relaxed assumption (3) on the noise. Therefore, we have to follow a dierent kind of analysis. Note that for s < 0 the operator L s is smoothing, thus L s y δ can be considered as a smoothed version of the data and L s T is a smoothed version of the operator.
Remark 1 The idea to consider the operator T in (1) not as operator from X to Y but with respect to other spaces was introduced by Natterer [11] under the name regularization in Hilbert scales. Originally, T was considered as an operator acting form X s to Y for some s > 0 with the aim to overcome saturation eects of Tikhonov regularization. The approach also allowed to relate abstract source conditions in (6) to smoothness requirements in terms of Sobolev spaces. Regularization in Hilbert scales was then generalized to other regularization methods and nonlinear problems in [13, 4, 15] . More recently, it was shown [3] that similar ideas can be utilized to formulate a preconditioning strategy for the solution of ill-posed problems, which yields to a remarkable speed-up of iterative regularization methods.
Convergence and Convergence rates
In this section we outline how convergence rates for the modied regularization methods follow directly from corresponding results of standard regularization theory. Moreover, we compare our results to the ones obtained by regularization in Hilbert scales under the noise assumption (2), and we clarify how the assumption (3) eects the convergence rates. Finally, we also compare our results to the ones obtained in [6] for large noise. Let us start by rewriting the inverse problem (1) in the following way
where we consider T now as an operator acting from X to Y s ; hence B is considered as operator mapping from X to Y. For ease of presentation, let us assume that B is properly scaled, i.e., B ≤ 1. The modied method (7) can then be interpreted as standard Tikhonov regularization for the modied problem (10) . Denoting z := L s y, the bound on the noise (3) reads
Thus we can apply standard regularization theory to problem (10); in particular, the modied discrepancy principle
with some appropriate τ > 1 can be used for parameter selection in spectral regularization methods of the general form
Here, g α and r α (λ) := 1 − λg α (λ) are appropriate functions satisfying the standard assumptions
sup
for α ∈ (0, α 0 ] with some α 0 , µ 0 > 0. In a similar way, modied versions of truncated singular value decomposition and iterative methods can be constructed by applying the standard methods to the modied problem (10). The natural source conditions for studying convergence of the modied methods (13) then are
for some ν > 0 and v ∈ X ,
and optimal convergence rates of the modied methods follow directly from standard regularization theory applied to (10).
Theorem 1 Let x δ α be dened by (13) with g α satisfying (14), (15) . Additionally, let x † denote the true solution of T x = y, and assume that y δ satises the bound (3) for some s ∈ R. If the source condition (16) holds for some 0 ≤ ν ≤ µ 0 , then the rates
hold for the parameter choice α ∼ δ 2 2ν+1 . If, alternatively, α is determinded by the discrepancy principle (12), then the rates (17) hold for 0 < ν
Remark 2 Note that we do not impose any smoothness assumption on T in the formulation of Theorem 1. However, since we consider T as an operator acting from X to Y s , the convergence rates (17) now depend on the smoothness of x † measured in terms of the operator B = L s T .
In order to see how the modication of the regularization methods respectively the relaxed assumption on the noise aects the convergence rates, let us look at our problem in the framework of Hilbert scales. 
i.e., the operators L −a and T * are (norm) equivalent (L −a ∼ T * ). A similar assumption is usually made for the analysis of regularization in Hilbert scales, cf. [3, 11] . It now follows from (18) and the inequality of Heinz that L s ∼ (T T * ) − s 2a for all −a ≤ s ≤ a, and consequently
Hence the source condition x † = (B * B) ν w is equivalent to x † = (T * T ) µ v with µ = ν a−s a for −a ≤ s ≤ a and |ν| ≤ 1/2 and for some v ∈ X with v ∼ w .
On the other hand, we can dene spaces X u := R(T * L a−u ). By virtue of (18) we then have (T * T ) µ ∼ T * L a−u for 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 and u = 2aµ, and thus the following range identities hold:
This allows us to interprete the source condition (16) in various ways and to relate the convergence rate (17) to the ones of standard regularization methods (6) .
In the notation used in Hilbert scale regularization, the convergence rates of Theorem 1 then read
In fact, (20) follows directly by (19) and u = 2(a − s)ν in (17). For s < 0, the rate (20) is smaller then the usual rate O(δ u a+u ) which would hold if the stronger noise level bound (2) was valid. Thus, the weaker bound on the noise level leads to a reduction of the convergence rates; the rates (17) are however optimal under the given assumptions, which is clear form Theorem 1 and converse results, cf. [4] .
Let us now relate our results also to the treatment of large noise in [6] , where a condition
is used as bound for the noise and standard regularization methods (4) are applied.
Remark 4 Under assumption (18), condition (21) is equivalent to (3) with s = −a. Using the range identities (19) we arrive at the rates
with u = 2aµ. In case s = −a and under the assumption (18) this result coincides with the one of Theorem 1. However, if s > −a, then the noise is overestimated and the convergence rates are suboptimal. On the other hand, if s < −a, then standard methods like by Tikhonov regularization (4), are not even well dened, i.e., x δ α / ∈ X in general. Note that the condition (18) was only used to relate the results of Theorem 1 to the ones obtained for the other approaches, but the result of Theorem 1 holds without such a condition.
We will now illustrate with examples, that our approach allows to treat large noise in a very natural, exible and ecient way.
Examples and numerical tests
Throughout our examples we consider a Hilbert scale generated by an operator L dened by
For Ω = (0, 1) we have the simple representation
where u = n u n cos(nπt).
For illustration, we consider here the following noise model: Let φ n be an orthonormal basis for Y, e.g., φ n = √ 2 cos(nπt) for n ≥ 1 and φ 0 = 1 for Y = L 2 (0, 1). Then we assume that the n-th Fourier coecient y n of our data y = n y n φ n is disturbed by some η n ∈ [−δ, δ]. Setting y δ = y + η we obtain that
On the other hand, the noise is not bounded in Y s for s ≥ −1/2, in particular not for s = 0.
We want to note that our results do not depend on the specic noise model, but only on the availability of a bound (3) . For an account on frequently used statistical noise models, we refer to [1] and the references therein.
Let us now demonstrate in a rst example that for mildly ill-posed problems, condition (21) might not be sucient to bound the noise and thus standard regularization methods can be infeasible.
Example 1 Let Ω = (0, 1) and consider the fractional integral operator, cf. [14] , (4) is not even well dened as regularization method on X , i.e., x δ α / ∈ X in general. Let us now consider the modied iteration (7) with s = −1/2 − for some > 0. Then
, where H 1 * := {y ∈ H 1 (0, 1) : y(0) = 0} and the fractional order spaces are dened by interpolation with L 2 (0, 1). Thus, for β = 1/4 and Table 1 .
We want to emphasize once more that standard Tikhonov regularization (4) would not be applicable to this example, since x δ α may not even be well-dened in X . In the second example, we want to show that a bound (21) on the noise may yield suboptimal results.
Example 2 Let T be dened by T x = y with y satisfying −y = x on (0, 1), Table 1 . Convergence history for modied Tikhonov regularization 13 applied to Example 1.
The numerically observed rates are α ∼ δ 1.22 and x δ α − x † = δ 0.41 .
Hence solving T x = y amounts to two times dierentiation. In view of the denition of our Hilbert scale we have
For a numerical test we set again x † = H(x−0.5). Then x † ∈ R((B * B) ν ) for all ν < 1/10 and we expect convergence at a rate of about O(δ 1/6 ). On the other hand, we have x † ∈ R((T * T ) µ ) for all µ < 1/8 and under the assumption (21) on the noise, we only obtain a rate O(δ 1/9 ) in view of Remark 4. As the results presented in Table 2 indicate, the suboptimal results obtained for standard regularization methods using only the condition (21) are also observed numerically. Table 2 . Numerical results for Example (2); left: modied Tikhonov regularization (7), right:
standard Tikhonov regularization with noise bound (3).
Let us remark that our results also apply to more general, e.g., logarithmic source conditions, cf. [5, 10] . Thus our framework applies also to exponentially ill-posed problems like inverse potential problems or the backwards heat equation.
Conclusion
The formulation of inverse problems highly depends on the choice of appropriate spaces respectively norms. In order to deal with large noise, we proposed to leave what might be considered a natural setting of the problem, and choose the image space out of a scale of spaces {Y s } s∈R such that the noise can be bounded in the norm of Y s appropriately. This approach results in modied regularization algorithms that, after altering the problem setting, can be analyzed by standard regularization theory. Using results from Hilbert scale regularization, the convergence rate results can be related to the ones expected under the standard assumption on the noise, i.e., the inuence of the weaker bound on the noise on the convergence rates can be claried. As illustrated by examples, this approach is more exible than just assuming that T * (y δ − y) is bounded, and yields optimal convergence rates for a broad class of problems.
